Endlap Sealant Detail

Upper PBD Panel

Tape Sealant
$\frac{1}{2}'' \times \frac{3}{32}''$ [HW-507]
(Marry Endlap And Sidelap Sealers)

Tape Sealant
$\frac{1}{2}'' \times \frac{3}{32}''$ [HW-507]
At Panel Sidelap

(2) Runs Tape Sealant
$\frac{1}{2}'' \times \frac{3}{32}''$ [HW-507] (Must Be Installed Between Weather Infiltration Point And Fastener)

Lower PBD Panel

Zee Purlin

Fastener #3
12-14 x 1$\frac{1}{4}''$ LL SD W/Washer
(6) Per Panel

(2) Runs Tape Sealant
$\frac{1}{2}'' \times \frac{3}{32}''$ [HW-507] (Must Be Installed Between Weather Infiltration Point And Fastener)

Prevailing Wind Application

Fastener #4
$\frac{1}{4}-14 \times \frac{5}{8}''$ LL SD W/Washer At 1'-8'' O.C.

Endlap

Sidelap

Tape Sealant
$\frac{1}{2}'' \times \frac{3}{32}''$ [HW-507]